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Lesson-1: Reading Comprehension and Reading Lesson for CAT
What all do we provide in this course? We have an exhaustive set of material waiting for
you:
A. CAT RC Video Lectures
In these videos, we take care of the different RC question types you will find in the CAT
exam. These videos share the strategies used by Wordpandit to crack CAT RC questions.
Each question type gets exhaustive treatment and strategies are provided to help you
handle the following:
 RC Main Idea Questions
 RC Primary Purpose Questions
 RC Title Questions
 RC Structure and Organisation Questions
 RC Inference Questions
 RC Fact and Specific Detail Questions
 RC Author Profession Questions
 RC Tone Questions + an exhaustive list of RC Tones List that helps you understand
every possible RC tone on the planet!
B. CAT FAQ Video Lectures
In these short and sweet videos, Wordpandit explains the most common doubts related to
CAT Reading Comprehensions. Questions ranging from what to read to how to improve
one’s accuracy are covered in this section. What’s best is that if you have doubt related how
to approach CAT RCs and it is not there in this FAQ section, you can ask Wordpandit to put
up a video for the same.
C. Basic RC Practice
This section is for beginners. Featuring short RCs that have easy to moderate questions, this
is the ideal way to begin your preparation. These RCs help you develop confidence in your
area and help you build your RC practice stamina.
D. Actual CAT RCs Redefined
In this course, we provide you with all actual CAT RCs publicly available, that is, from 1990 to
2008. There are multiple reasons for doing so:
1. Exhaustive Solutions: Most books in the market do not provide complete, and in
some cases, correct solutions for these passages. We take care of that for you.
2. Additional Questions Based on Current Patterns: This is why these passages have
been re-defined by us! We have added new questions, based on the style of
questions asked in the last three years, to these passages. You won’t find this
anywhere else and in any other course. What does this do? It provides you with the
best possible problem practice for the passage types you are most likely to
encounter in the exam.

E. Wordpandit RC Passages
Want original, freshly-baked, diverse and challenging passages? We have it covered for you
with our Original RCs section. Each of these passages is made by Wordpandit himself and
the whole selection provides you with the most comprehensive and in-depth practice for
CAT passages.
F. Reading for CAT
Is this title for true? Can there be a ‘Reading Course’ for CAT? Well, we have one for you
here that exclusively targets your Reading skills and helps you improve this critical skill for
CAT.
What is this ‘READING for CAT’ course all about?
1. Basic Reading Related Concepts and Recommendations
Providing you with a detailed landscape of topics that have featured in CAT, we provide you
an in-depth analysis of the reading skills required for CAT. Coupled with this, we provide
comprehensive recommendations for reading and key insights that help you develop your
reading habit.
2. Reading Exercise and Activities
We provide you practical activities and exercises that you can use to improve reading. You
learn the unique method of ‘ACTIVE READING’ used by Wordpandit to boost RC accuracy.
You also learn RC Note-making and what is subject-wise reading.
3. Essays for CAT
We feature a set of 20 essays for CAT. These essays are written by some of the best authors
and provide you with a different kind of reading challenge.

Lesson-2: Editor’s Pick
There is a simple question for you: how do you prepare for the diverse set of topics that
feature in CAT Reading Comprehensions?
Well, you need to read from a diverse set of resources for the same. But wait, how do you
know what to read and where to read it from? Even if you pick some reading material, how
do you whether this is the apt reading material for CAT?
Well, Wordpandit solves this problem for you. With a hand-picked selection of articles for
20 areas, we expose you to the best quality reading material available for CAT.
We cover the following topics in this section:
 Art and Culture
 Business
 Climate Change
 Education
 Economics
 Environment
 Feminism
 Food and Nutrition
 Genetics
 Health and Medicine
 Internet Technology
 Linguistics
 Philosophy
 Politics
 Psychology
 Race and Racism
 Science
 Sociology
 Sports
 Travel and Adventure
Considering the diversity of topics, you can pick from the area you like and then move on to
the others.
Vocabulary for Reading
Well, we just don’t know how to stop building awesome resources for you! For the areas
mentioned above in the Editor’s Pick section, we have provided a detailed list of important
terms and words that you encounter for the above areas. These terms prepare you to face
any alien concept that you might encounter from any passage in the areas above.
Note: We are building videos for these important terms as well and you would have these
available to you very soon.

Lesson-3: Daily Reads and Daily Reads RCs
Want daily reading assistance? Want someone to do the hard-work for you and provide you
with the right set of daily reading links that you need for your preparation? We have this
sorted for you with our Daily Reads course. We provide a collection of four reading links on
a daily basis. These links are split across two levels.
What is special about our daily reads?
 For starters, they cover a diverse set of topics and make sure you are exposed to the
best of reading material available.
 These articles are handpicked by Wordpandit himself on a daily basis.
 Articles are accompanied by summaries. These help you check whether you
understood the articles correctly.
 We focus on specific topics on certain days. These topics have a relation with the
important news and events of the world. So, this section also helps you build your
general knowledge.
Daily Reads RC of the Day
Along with our daily reading assistance (brought to you by our Daily Reads section), we have
daily RC practice for you as well. Out of the four reading suggestions we provide on a daily
basis, we provide you a reading comprehension for one of these articles. These fresh
questions pose an additional reading challenge for you and make sure that your reading
skills are constantly co-related to your comprehension skills.
This is what you want, right?

Lesson-4: Verbal Reasoning and Logic
The CAT exam in the last three years has featured only three topics:
 Para-jumbles
 Misfit Sentence
 Paragraph Summary
Keeping this in mind, we have specially designed this course which exhaustively targets
these three topics. What all do we provide in this course? We have an exhaustive set of
material for you:
A. Concept Videos
All the important tricks, tips and techniques to solve these question types are highlighted in
these videos. Watch these videos and master these topics.
B. Practice Tests
We provide extensive practice for these three problem types with the help of 10-question
practice tests. Remember, these topics are all about practice and you need to refine your
skills by solving our daily test for these topics.
In total, we provide you more than 100 such tests for these three topics. Remember, this is
one of the very few courses that provides your new and original practice questions for
topics such as Summary Writing and Misfit Sentences.
Supplementary Topics
Along with the above topics, we also cover the other important reasoning topics in the
course:
 Deductive Logic and Logical Consistency
 Critical Reasoning
 Para-completion
 Fact, Inferences and Judgments
 Verbal Reasoning
These topics are important from the perspective of non-CAT MBA entrance exams. Also, we
never know when a topic is back in vogue in CAT.

Lesson-5: Grammar Basics, Advanced Grammar, and Grammar Question Bank
We cover all the important areas for Grammar, divided in two parts.
A. Grammar Basics
This is all about building your foundation for Grammar. We cover the following topics:
 Nouns
 Pronouns
 Adjectives
 Adverbs
 Verbs
 Prepositions
 Conjunctions
 Articles
 Phrases and Clauses
For each of the above topics, you get video lectures and the apt PDF notes (where and when
required). Each topic is covered in the most exhaustive fashion possible.
B. Advanced Grammar
This is about fine-tuning your Grammar skills and making you aware of the numerous error
types you are going to encounter. The following question types are covered:
 Pronoun Errors
 Subject Verb Agreement
 Verb Tense
 Parallel Structure
 Modifiers
 Sentence Correction tips
 Miscellaneous Grammar errors
Once again, for each of the above topics, you get video lectures and the apt PDF notes
(where and when required). Each topic is covered in the most exhaustive fashion possible.
C. Grammar Question Bank
The cherry on the top is the Grammar Question bank that accompanies the video lectures.
You will have access to the following test types:
 Part-error/Common Error Tests
 Sentence Correction Tests
 Grammar based Fill in the Blanks and other question types
Please note: Grammar Videos are part of the Premium and Ultimate Packages. These are not
provided in the Basic plan.

Lesson-6: Vocabulary Lesson and Question Bank
How to learn words? The question is plain and simple. You don’t need to worry. We have
the answers for you. We help you by providing the following:
A. How to learn Words Video Series
Simply explain to you how to learn words.
B. Study Notes and Videos for Two Vocabulary Books
Two Vocabulary books are covered in this course:
 Word Power Made Easy by Norman Lewis
 Six Weeks to Words of Power by Wilfred Funk
Remember, we don’t provide these books. We simply provide the study aids that will help
you complete these books.
C. Word Roots, Word Themes, and Word Clusters
Along with the above, we provide you Word Roots, Word Theme and Word Clusters in the
course.
Each of these will be added to the course over the next six months. We begin with Study
notes for Vocabulary books and then cover the other sections, one by one.
D. Question Bank
Your word-learning does not end here. We provide you question banks for the following
Vocabulary question types as well:
 Synonym and Antonyms
 Sentence Completion/Fill in the Blanks
 Idioms and Phrases
 Cloze Tests
 Analogies
 One Word Substitution
 Spelling Tests

All in all, this is the complete vocabulary package for you.

Lesson-7: Mock CATs, Non-CAT Mocks, and Verbal Ability Section Test
How can learning be complete without adequate testing?
We provide you three types of tests:
 Mock CATs: Based on CAT-2018 Pattern (all three sections of the exam included)
 Non-CAT Mocks: Tests for NMAT, IIFT, SNAP, and XAT (all sections of respective
exams)
 Verbal Ability Section Tests: Based on latest exam pattern
Based on the plan you select, you get the following number of tests:
PLAN

Basic

Premium

Ultimate

Verbal Ability Section Tests

15 Tests

30 Tests

30 Tests

Mock CATs

0 Mocks

15 Mocks

15 Mocks

Non-CAT Mocks

0 Mocks

0 Mocks

12 Mocks

All tests are accompanied with:
 Detailed solutions
 Percentile and Ranks

Live Sessions
Premium and Ultimate Plans
With the above videos, question banks, and tests, we provide you Live Classes. These are
live interactive sessions that take place every week using the Wiziq Platform. This is the
complete list of classes that are offered as part of the course:
Area
Introduction
RC Class-1
RC Class-2
RC Class-3
Grammar-1
Grammar-2
Grammar-3
Grammar-4
Reasoning-1
Reasoning-2
Reasoning-3
Reasoning-4
Reasoning-5
Vocabulary
ANALYSIS SESSIONS
ANALYSIS SESSIONS
ANALYSIS SESSIONS
ANALYSIS SESSIONS
NON-CAT STRATEGY
SESSIONS
NON-CAT STRATEGY
SESSIONS

Session Name
VA-RC Course Introduction Class
Big Picture: Main idea + Purpose + Tone
Inference + Structure Questions
RC Tips + Practice
Introduction Class
Pronouns + Other Parts of Speech Errors
SVA, Parallel Structure, Modifiers
Sentence Correction: Misc. Errors
Para-jumbles + Misfit Sentences
Para-completion
Paragraph Summary
Critical Reasoning-1
Critical Reasoning-2
Question Types & How to Prepare
Section Test Analysis: Section Test-1 Analysis
Section Test Analysis: Section Test-5 Analysis
Mock CAT Analysis: Mock CAT-1 Analysis
Mock CAT Analysis: Mock CAT-5 Analysis
How to approach NMAT, IIFT, and SNAP ENGLISH?
How to approach XAT ENGLISH?

